
May 1, 2012 
 
 
Miles McEvoy, Deputy Administrator, National Organic Program 
Shannon Nally, Agricultural Marketing Specialist, National Organic Program 
1400 Independence Avenue, SW  
Room 2648-South, Stop 0268  
Washington, D.C. 20250 
 
Barry Flamm, Chairperson, National Organic Standards Board 
295 Montana Landing  
Polson, MT. 59860 
 
Re: Biodiversity Conservation Guidance Document 
 
We the undersigned are submitting the attached Biodiversity Conservation 
Guidance for consideration of inclusion into the National Organic Program 
(NOP) Handbook. The Guidance assists certifying agents and certified operations 
in understanding how to comply with requirements related to the conservation of 
biodiversity including natural resources, in crop, livestock and handling 
operations that are certified as organic under the National Organic Program. 
 
Biodiversity conservation is part of the NOP regulation, and its preamble. 

§205.2 Organic production is a “system that is managed . . . to respond to 
site-specific conditions by integrating cultural, biological, and mechanical 
practices that foster cycling of resources, promote ecological balance, and 
conserve biodiversity. 
Preamble: The use of ‘‘conserve’’ establishes that the producer must 
initiate practices to support biodiversity and avoid, to the extent 
practicable, any activities that would diminish it.  
§205.200 and §205.2 Production practices . . . must maintain or improve 
the natural resources of the operation (natural resources includes soil, 
water, wetlands, woodlands, and wildlife). 

 
The Biodiversity Conservation Guidance will help the NOP fulfill its stated 
commitment to biodiversity as a priority in organic agriculture. This guidance 
will also allow the NOP to respond positively to the NOSB’s 2009 
recommendation that biodiversity conservation be comprehensively addressed, 
and further tie into the NOSB’s 2005 recommendation that biodiversity be part of 
the model Organic System Plan (OSP).   
 
We think you’ll find that the Biodiversity Guidance can be easily adopted by the 
NOP, since much of the wording, style and formatting (see yellow highlighting) 
from other NOP Guidances has been used. To clarify the words commonly used 
in this guidance and in other NOP publications, definitions are supplied. Besides 
examples presented on acceptable actions for biodiversity conservation of natural 



resources (soil, water, wetlands, woodlands and wildlife), examples were 
included for biologically diverse seed and planting stock, and for livestock breeds. 
The document also provides helpful suggestions for certified operations to use 
USDA NRCS’ plant database, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s endangered species 
list, and/or to request an environmental evaluation from NRCS, when necessary. 
Since the Guidance builds on the NOP’s 2011 model OSP by always using the 
same conservation language (see aqua highlighting in Policy section for Certified 
Operations), it will be easy for certifying agents and certified operations to see the 
connections, and consistency between NOP documents is assured. 
 
In 2009, the NOSB pointed out the need for inspectors to evaluate sustainable 
practices for converting new land into agriculture. This document proposes a way 
for operators to consider the pros and cons of such an undertaking, and suggests 
the best steps to take if it is determined that conversion is the still the optimum 
course of action. 
 
We feel the primary tool for ensuring biodiversity conservation compliance is 
education, and this guidance is an important aspect of that. It will bring parity 
between certifying agents who have for years inspected for biodiversity 
conservation compliance, and those who have not. It should put an end to those 
certifiers who have lost business because they require compliance. Once the 
Guidance is adopted by the NOP, it would be beneficial for the NOP to conduct 
NOP-accredited certification agency trainings on biodiversity conservation, as 
another portion of the NOSB’s 2009 recommendation suggests.  
 
NRCS’ recent efforts to support more organic farmers through new and existing 
programs are resulting in better access to economic conservation incentives and 
better conservation compliance. With a National Center for Appropriate 
Technology project that is currently helping to further the building of a bridge 
between NOP regulations and NRCS programs, conservation compliance on 
organic farms will continue to improve. These important programs may help to 
offset additional financial considerations for farmers. 
 
We would like to continue to work with you and others to ensure that this 
document reaches our conservation goal of protecting biodiversity, and be 
practicably implemented by organic farmers. 
 
Most importantly, this guidance will help solidify credibility with consumers, who 
assume organic food is grown in environmentally friendly ways. Consumers are 
constantly told that organic farming is better for the environment – it is on 
packaging, in advertisements, and on websites. Let’s make sure those consumers 
stay loyal customers, and that the market continues to grow by safeguarding 
organic values, whether we are talking about the integrity of soil diversity, 
wildlife conservation, livestock breeds, or about land conversion. 
 
 
 



Sincerely, 
 
Jo Ann Baumgartner, Executive Director, Wild Farm Alliance 
Alexis Baden-Mayer, Political Director, Organic Consumers Association 
Brandon Lamb, Program Manager, Idaho Dept. of Agriculture’s Organic Program 
Brian Baker, Organic Agriculture Consultant 
Camille Miller, Executive Director, Northeast Organic Farming Assoc. of 

New Jersey, Inc. (NOFA-NJ) 
Cathy Calfo, Executive Director, California Certified Organic Farmers 
Dan Imhoff, Executive Director, Watershed Media 
Dan Kent, Executive Director, Salmon Safe 
Dave Henson, Executive Director, Occidental Arts and Ecology Center 
Dave Runsten, Political Director, Community Alliance with Family Farmers 
Harriet Behar, Organic Specialist, Midwest Organic Sustainable Education 

Service  
Helen Atthowe, Veganic Permaculture Consulting 
James Mack, Salish Coast Land and Marine Conservation Centre 
Jamie Phillips, Director, Eddy Foundation 
Jeff Schahczenski, Agricultural Economist/Conservation Specialist 
Jim Fullmer, Executive Director, Stellar Certification Services 
Jim Riddle and Joyce Ford, Consultants, Organic Independents 
Joanna Johnson, Bronco Urban Gardens (BUG) Prgm, Santa Clara University 
Karminder Brown, Consultant, Agriculture and Natural Resource Conservation 
Kate Mendenhall, Executive Director Northeast Organic Farming Assoc. of New 

York, Inc. (NOFA-NY) 
Ken Dickerson, Executive Director, Ecological Farming Association 
Liana Hoodes, Director, National Organic Coalition 
Lisa Bunin, Organic Policy Coordinator, Center for Food Safety 
Lou Preston, Farmer, Preston Vineyards  
Lynn Coody, Organic Agsystems Consulting 
Mace Vaughan, Pollinator Program Director, The Xerces Society for Invertebrate 

Conservation 
Margaret Reeves, Senior Scientist, Pesticide Action Network, North America 
Martin and Loretta Jaus, Farmer, Jaus Organic Dairy  
Maureen Wilmot, Executive Director, Organic Farming Research Foundation 
Natalie Reitman-White, Director of Sustainability, Organically Grown Company 
Paula MacKay, Wildlife Biologist 
Rachel OMalley, Assoc. Professor of Environmental Studies, California State 

University San Jose  
Renata Brillinger, Executive Director, California Climate & Agriculture Network  
Robin Seydel, Membership Coordinator, La Montanita COOP 
Rose Roberts, Consultant, Farm Stewards 
Sam Earnshaw, Consultant, Hedgerows Unlimited 
Terry Shistar, Secretary, Beyond Pesticides 
Thomas Broz, Farmer, Live Earth Farm 
Vance Russell, Conservationist 
 


